stranded natural gas reserves in Siberia and the Middle East. But moving them to market requires huge investments. Coal use will also increase. The world is said to have a two hundred year supply of coal. That will not be the case. As oil declines, coal usage must increase five-fold. A two hundred year supply is suddenly a forty year supply.

In the next few years, the world will face a severe oil shortage and substitutes are not identified. This is why the oil price has risen from $20/bbl to $45+/bbl in two years. We depend upon energy to provide us with potable water. We depend on it to make fertilizer, without which crop yields will fall. We depend upon it for transportation to move that food to us. A world with a perpetually falling oil production, which some say will begin in 2005, will be a very different place technologically, calorically and politically. Countries like Russia, which have energy, will hold sway over those that soon will not—like Britain.

Literally this is a problem of feeding the hungry and bringing peace. What can we do? We need to commercialize hydrogen fusion. In 1% of the world’s deuterium is 500 thousand times more energy than will be burned in all the fossil fuels combined. But there is no sense of urgency among the governments of the world to solve this problem. There should be.

Notes
4BP Statistical Review of World Energy.
6It is not just charts and rumors at an oil industry conference which support such a pessimistic view of oil’s future. See Jacqueline Dougherty, “Half Empty?” Barron’s (March 15, 2004): 19, which says that we will need to place on stream 39 million barrels per day of new capacity by 2010.
8Ivan Sandrea, “Deepwater Oil Discovery Rate May Have Peaked; Production Peak May Follow in 10 Years,” Oil and Gas Journal (July 26, 2004): 20.
11Personal Communication, March 2004. For fear of hurting these men’s careers, names will be withheld.
13Sandrea, “Deepwater Oil Discovery Rate May Have Peaked.”
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The current Chairman of the ASA’s Commission on Creation, Robert C. Newman, has unfolded some persistent problems for holding a macroevolutionary view for origins of life. In opposition to this, ASA Advisory Council Member Francis S. Collins has expressed his support for evolution, a concept commonly conceived as a “tree of life.” Now the explosion of new knowledge about the complexity of life has led to new challenges:

Yet ill winds are blowing. To everyone’s surprise, discoveries made in the past few years have begun to cast serious doubt on some aspects of the tree, especially on the depiction of the relationships near the root. Lateral gene transfer has uprooted a single-trunked tree of life. The roots are tangled and so are the branches.

Jennifer A. Marshall Graves has extended the analogy two steps further to include a tangle of the “twigs” of the tree of life and the obscuring nature of the leaves. The increasing understanding of so-called “junk” nucleic acids is adding to the complexity of present problems (see Figure 1). Graves bequeaths to future generations the problems of untangling evolutionary complexity. She further prophesies that evolution not only will be used to answer the “how does it work” questions but also those of ultimate concern to humans, namely the “why” questions.

Evolutionary difficulties are recognized in many fields. “The fossil record of avian evolution [is] ... a tangled wing.” See R. H. Thomas for arthropod controversies. Genomic comparisons of apes and humans may not be
in the widely accepted similarity range of 95–99% but 10% lower. How humans could have evolved upright walking “is still a great mystery … there are still many more questions than answers.” The new discoveries – “Toumai,” the ‘Millennium Ancestor,’ the ‘Rootstock ground ape,’ and the ‘Kenya Flat-face’—render our own evolutionary progress through an ever-bushier thicket substantially more complex.

While I was a graduate student in the Department of Zoology at the University of Massachusetts in the early 1950s, George Gaylord Simpson gave a fascinating presentation on the evolution of horses, showing a beautiful and convincing diagram of a linear series from *Eohippus* to the modern *Equus*. But today this captivating concept lies in the graveyard of “beautiful theories” destroyed by “ugly” facts!

In his last great book, Harvard’s Stephen Jay Gould emphasized that horse evolution, at best, is not linear but “bush”-like. It represents another tangle of the branches. Gould pointed out:

[Biologists are looking for] exemplars of triumphant evolution. We take this only extant and labyrinthine path through the phyletic bush, use the steamroller of our preconceptions to linearize such a tortuous route as the main pathway, and then depict this straggling last gasp as the progressive thrust of a pervasive trend.

Today it appears that the fog associated with Darwinism is becoming increasingly denser than ever before, thus challenging biologists to reconsider what frequently has been called “the fact of evolution.” Theory is a preferable term. As early as 1960, G. A. Kerkut reported that “relationships and affinities are difficult to determine” for a large number of distinct animal groups. He recognized this condition to be consistent with a concept of separate origins (discontinuity).

Regarding the confusion resulting from increasing uncertainties imposed by the evolutionary tangles, I am reminded of an incident related by the late anthropologist Loren Eiseley, with his characteristic wit and insight. He and his doctorate advisor, Frank Speck, were strolling in the Philadelphia Zoo. They discovered a beautifully patterned wood duck paddling in a pond.

“Do you believe unaided natural selection produced that pattern?” asked Speck.

Eiseley affirmed his belief in evolution bolstered by modern genetics but added regarding evolution that in situations like this “something seems to go out of focus, as though we are trying too hard, trying, it would seem, to believe the unbelievable.”

The popular “tree of life” has become an almost unanticipated and ambiguous tangle of roots, branches, and twigs. Are many scientists “trying too hard” to find large scale evolutionary “relationships and affinities?” Is it necessary, as Graves has suggested, to bequeath the problems of the tangles to future generations? Minimally it appears that all evolutionary biologists will need to become much more cautious and flexible about their current interpretations. Maybe the time is ripe for mainline scientists (including Christians) more seriously to appraise other models of origins involving discontinuity of groups, rather than evolutionary continuity.
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